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Julia Frayer is a Managing Director at London Economics International LLC (“LEI”) 
with more than 15 years of experience providing expert’s insights and consulting 
services in the power and infrastructure industries. Julia specializes in the analysis and 
evaluation of infrastructure assets; she has worked extensively in the US, Canada, 
Europe, and Asia in valuing electricity generation and wires assets, water and 
wastewater networks, as well as gas transportation assets. Julia manages LEI’s 
quantitative, financial and business practice areas, and has built an in-house competency 
in issues related to the development of transmission infrastructure. 

As LEI’s Managing Director, Julia has extensive experience working on generation-
related projects at every stage, including conducting price forecasts, valuations, 

comprehensive risk analyses, with attention to role of new entrants, changing fuel prices, environmental 
policies, and market uncertainty.  Julia’s work with generation assets involves advisory for privatizations and 
asset divestitures, M&A consulting, portfolio financing and contract negotiations.   

In the area of transmission investment, Julia’s recent projects spanned such diverse issues as investor 
valuation, cost-benefit analysis, macroeconomic impact analysis, tariff ratemaking, transmission need 
assessment and non-transmission alternatives analysis, as well as negotiation of transmission rates with 
potential shippers. In addition, over the past decade, she has led several of LEI’s projects involving strategic 
advisory to state regulators, and other stakeholders regarding the need of proposed transmission projects, 
transmission ratemaking and cost.  In recent years, Julia Frayer was involved in a number of high profile 
public engagements pertaining to cross-border transmission investment in North America and abroad.  Julia 
and her team at LEI prepared a cost-benefit analysis of the power market impacts and local macroeconomic 
benefits associated with the construction and operations of the Champlain Hudson Power Express 
transmission project; Julia also testified at this project’s siting case at the New York Department of Public 
Service in 2011 and then in 2012 (the project was awarded its siting permit earlier in 2013). Julia worked on 
Montana-Alberta Tie Line (“MATL”), another innovative cross-border trnasmission project that now 
interconnects Alberta with Montana – Julia testified at the Alberta Utilities Commission in 2012 regarding the 
need for changes to import scheduling protocols in Alberta in order to accommodate operations of projects 
such as MATL and motivate new investment.  In 2013, Julia and her team assessed the economic implications 
of reliability-driven transmission project between US and Canada that would create benefits to the market in 
association with expansion of trading opportunities.  More recently, Julia also worked on analyzing the 
economics of transmission and generation investment in Eastern Canada as it relates to sourcing imports for 
the Northeast US.  Julia is also working with Lake Erie Power, looking to build a new HVDC-based 
transmission link between Ontario and PJM.  

Julia has significant experience with cross-border transmission outside the US, for example Julia worked with 
investors in potential multi-country transmission project in South America, and has also looked into 
transmission investment trends in Europe, including transmission to facilitate new generation investment to 
meet renewable policy goals.  Julia has also worked on engagements involving transmission pricing issues, 
tariff design, and also transmission planning best practices and cost allocation, as well as due diligence of 
transmission development companies and wires-only utilities.  

 
 

London Economics International LLC (“LEI”) is a global economic, financial, and strategic advisory professional 
services firm specializing in energy and infrastructure. The firm combines detailed understanding of specific network 
and commodity industries, such as electricity generation and distribution, water and wastewater provision, and 
natural gas distribution, with a suite of proprietary quantitative models to produce reliable and comprehensible 
results. For further information, please contact Julia Frayer at (617) 933-7200 or go to www.londoneconomics.com.  
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